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CC Heart Ranch LLC 

Australian Shepherds and Catahoula Hounds 
TrueWorkingDogs.com 

 
HEALTH PROTOCOL and GUARANTEE 
I take the health of my dogs, actually all my animals and family very seriously. I am a health 
consultant for animals (horses and dogs especially) and humans. My focus is healthy animals 
supporting naturally strong systems.  I do the best I can afford on what is usually a limited income 
for a family of 7.  I have gotten more than one follow up from puppy buyers about their vets 
commenting on how healthy their pup is and how well it is growing and about the good nature of 
their pup like it is something unusual.  I have saved many puppies (vaccinated and non-vaccinated 
alike) from Parvo (or could have been Coccidia, similar symptoms).  I guarantee healthy puppies 
which means I am guaranteeing they are coming to you disease free. I at minimum send a supply 
of the herbal de-worming supplement I use for at least 4 weeks and most time a supply of some 
kind of daily supplement also.  More on my supplement support program later.  At this time I still 
send about a weeks worth of Dynamite Solace as required preventative to fully honor contagious 
disease health guarantee.  Solace is a high quality colloidal silver I have had experience with for 
over a decade, seeing results across humans and animals. I am planning on purchasing a quality 
colloidal silver (CS) generator in the near future and encourage all to do the same.  I am one of 
those researching to death people, so when I make up my mind I will share with those interested. 
 
HEALTH GUARANTEE: 
I guarantee I am sending out a healthy puppy period.  I require that the puppy be administered the 
colloidal silver product I provide at dosage specified for at least 10 days to honor guarantee 
against life threatening contagious disease specifically Parvo.  This is ideally administered first 
thing in morning before food and thirsty from having gone overnight.  If you have any issues with 
them drinking the water, please let me know.  I’ve had animals drink it straight.  If you only have 
one dog, you can add to distilled water and offer first thing in morning (assumes food and water 
inaccessible overnight) when thirsty till gone before offer any other water or food. 
 
I guarantee a healthy puppy free of contagious disease for 7 days after it leaves my care, if any 
puppy should become sick with the same contagious disease from same litter or other dogs at my 
facilities, I extend that guarantee to 14 days.  If tragedy occurs and the contagious disease should 
cause death of puppy, I will replace puppy with another of equivalent value.  Please contact me 
immediately in case of ANY issue.  I will support with advice and if on hand “supplements” to 
support pup’s recovery.  I also provide a guarantee up to 30 months of age against hereditary 
disease known to occur in Australian Shepherds.  In fact, because I want to know if a genetic 
issue is ever discovered, contact me if you ever discover a genetic issue.  I want to know if 
possibly any issues in my lines that could be passed on.  I will come up with how for formalize a 
lifetime guarantee.  Though not known to be issues, I provide the same guarantees for our 
Catahoulas. What is specifically covered are hereditary cataracts (HSF-4), Collie Eye Anomaly 
(CEA) and Progressive-Rod Cone Degeneration (PRCD/PRA) and hereditary hip dysplasia.  Hip 
dysplasia caused by injury, improper care or being overweight is not covered.  Hip Dysplasia 
diagnosis confirmed through OFA rating (offa.org).  The hereditary eye defects must be diagnosed 
by a board certified veterinary ophthalmologist and confirmed through DNA testing.  I’ve never had 
a guarantee “exercised” to date and I pray to keep it that way.  I will not intentionally breed dogs 
that could pass on hereditary defects to create affected puppies. Again, I am aware that all genetic 
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issues may not be “testable” at this time, so please if you ever discover an issue I would like to 
know.  I personally feel many issues currently only diagnosable by phenotype (outside symptoms) 
can be influenced by nutrition going generations back.  I highly encourage all especially breeders 
to pay special note to their supplementation program.  I have been getting feedback of 
generational “hereditary” issues being reversed with an aggressive nutritional program to replenish 
what has been lacking for generations.  If a parent has a nutritional deficiency, they can hardly 
pass on appropriate reserves to their progeny leaving them vulnerable for what appears to be 
hereditary.  No animal has perfect genetics, but we can do all we can to have the best genetics 
expressed as possible through good breeding choices and quality nutrition for generations. 
 
If some other congenital defect is discovered prior to leaving my care or discovered within the first 
14 days after in your care through diagnosis from board certified veterinarian, we will jointly come 
to an acceptable resolution on case by case basis, liability not to exceed the replacement of the 
puppy with another of equivalent value.  We are not responsible for veterinary costs or shipping 
cost at any time after the puppy leaves our care (picked up or shipped). 
 
Parasites 
Parasites are an ongoing exposure and challenge for all creatures.  I have a parasite control 
protocol I use on all my dogs and puppies that has been very successful to date.  Failure is seen 
when failure to be administered occurs.  Again, a healthy animal is more resistant to parasites 
than animals with weaken systems. I send home herbal de-worming supplements for puppies for a 
minimum of the week after leaving my care.  I encourage you to continue with the same or 
comparable protocol to keep your new pup/dog healthy and strong.  More later on parasite control 
education. ☺ 
 
Vaccines 
Unlike what we have been led to believe, my research and personal experience revealed vaccines 
don’t provide the kind of protection you’d expect especially early on in puppies benefiting from 
maternal antibodies and may actually cause problems.  This is a controversial issue as you can 
imagine when you don’t follow the dogma of mainstream. I haven't vaccinated dogs or puppies 
since 2002.  However, in 2014 people started coming out of the wood work from far away wanting 
puppies and the need for shipping across country, so I went back to researching.  I wanted to 
make sure my pups were prepared for their new environments.  It is one thing within an area 
animal is raised, but I knew created new factors when going outside the area raised, the extra 
stress of travel, etc., so I went back and reviewed my vaccine studies.  Well my research indicated 
vaccines definitely didn’t address this “new” exposure  ...  a healthy immune system does.  After all 
my research and consulting a vaccine expert vet (answered me while on vacation in Italy to my 
amazement) and vaccine seller vaccine expert, it is still my opinion not to vaccinate puppies prior 
to 9-12 weeks if at all.  Ironically, I haven’t had to save any pups from Parvo since I quite 
vaccinating now over 13 years ago.  Could be coincidence, but my most recent research supports 
that the prevalence of Parvo can be due to current vaccination protocols that perpetuate the 
existence of Parvo from the shedding of virus in vaccinated dogs.  I support mother antibodies 
with supplements to boost maturing immune system.  It is definitely not a “savings” issue to not 
vaccinate. It cost more in money and time to provide quality supplements and send home with 
puppies.  In fact, if for some reason I felt compelled to vaccinate prior to 9 weeks I would want to 
do my immune boosting protocol even more!  My circumstances, knowledge base and handling 
care does not justify the risk of vaccinating too early or even at all just because it is “standard 
care” and to date hasn’t proven needed.  I will gladly educate all I can so animal owners and 
parents can make an educated choice and feel comfortable they know how to support their animal 
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to optimum health to prevent disease after they get them home. 
 
I have a high knowledge level for handling most issues and continually research to determine my 
best choices for quality care. Again, I have not vaccinated since 2002.  Regardless of what age a 
pup leaves my care, I do not give vaccines.  If for any reason a vaccine is given, I will notify and 
proper follow up MUST be followed.  I understand my puppy buyers don’t always have that kind of 
experience so I work to educate and prepare puppies for strong foundation of health and 
encourage buyers simply wait till 9-10 weeks to start vaccination program (considering a 
minimalist program) while continuing to support health and immune system.  All puppies who have 
come from my program have gone on to be successfully vaccinated with no issues after 9 weeks 
of age under traditional veterinarian care.  I would love to have dog owners to strongly encourage 
their vets to update their standard of care and education regarding vaccines and if you choose to 
vaccinate, please look into and definitely ask your vet to look into single valent/antigen vaccines 
such as NeoPar (parvo), NeoVac D (distemper only) or Nobivac DPv (distemper+parvo) and learn 
about and use titer testing.  If I ever felt the need to vaccinate (especially if less than 9 weeks) it 
would either be the NeoPar (for parvo) or the Nobivac DPv (distemper+parvo) around 6 1/2 - 7 
weeks then I personally would continue with the Nobivac DPv for the remaining follow up 
vaccines.  Ideally vaccine #1 at 9-10 weeks and vaccine #2 at 14-16 weeks. Re-vaccinate (or titer 
test) again (again ideally only something like the Nobivac DPv) at 1 year after initial dose and from 
there maybe never, but no sooner than every 3 years.  Titer testing recommended to determine if 
vaccine truly needed or not.  Once titers show protected an additional vaccine is not needed.  
Protection can happen with 1st vaccine.  There is research that backs up that lifetime immunity can 
be provided and that yearly re-vaccinations are causing health issues for animals.  I am 
disappointed that titer testing is currently so expensive, so please understand that dog owners 
who have chosen not to vaccinate are not doing it to “save money” they are doing it because their 
research indicates it is the best thing for their loved family member.   
 
You can talk to your vet about single valent vaccines and only Distemper and Parvo are really 
recommended.  The single valent vaccines I am aware of at this time again are NeoPar (Parvo) 
which is the parvo vaccine.  Depending on your area, distemper is the only other recommended 
vaccine NeoVac D or Nobivac DPv (Distemper + Parvo).  Keeping healthy and strong by avoiding 
toxic products, avoiding high risk environments till mature and procedures along with healthy diet 
and supplements is best support against disease.  These are the same recommendations for even 
a vaccinated dogs if not even more important.  I encourage you to research the vaccine issue and 
Dr. Jean Dodds' DVM work and many others on the subject.  My first introduction to the issues of 
over vaccination came through Dr. Martin Goldstein, DVM (www.drmarty.com) and his book over 
12 years ago and later met in person.  Due to revenue for vaccine companies and vets from 
annual vaccinations, the pattern of over vaccination has continued despite even a change in 
recommendation by the Veterinary protocols. 
 
Check out this video that shows that many vaccines are not strong enough to induce any kind of 
protection at all.  
http://www.atozvetsupply.com/Canine-Vaccine-Tests-s/1249.htm 
 
I directly consulted Dr. Jean Dodds, DVM (answered me from Italy!) and a long conversation with 
General Manager/Owner, Chris, of AtoZVetSupply.com who was VERY knowledgeable about 
vaccines (though I didn't agree with all his premises/assumptions of safety without any kind of 
research to support the assumptions of safety) and was left with except for maybe the use of 
NeoPar (parvo) or Nobivac DPv (parvo+distemper), it was still best to wait on the vaccines till 9 

http://www.atozvetsupply.com/Canine-Vaccine-Tests-s/1249.htm
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weeks or later if you choose to vaccinate.   
 
Current list of recommended vaccines are NeoPar (given first due to higher risk) then no sooner 
than 2 weeks later Neo Vac D (distemper only) or Nobivac DPV (Parvo + Distemper).  If start at 9 
weeks can just start with Nobivac DPv (due to unavailability in single dose vials to individual, 
NeoPar and Neo Vac D may still be most viable option).  Emphasis again vaccines separated by 
two weeks minimum due to immune system actions.  If you look at Dr. Dodds, DVM vaccine 
protocol they are spaced 5-6 weeks apart.  First vaccine ideally no sooner than 9-10 weeks, 
second vaccine at 14-16 weeks and rabies at 20 weeks or older if “allowed by law” (if you feel 
you can get away with it, wait till at least 6 months to a year).  Read your states law and if like me 
you may be willing to pay the penalty should the issue ever come up regarding Rabies. There are 
groups pushing to get state laws changed to stop this unnecessary over-vaccination for Rabies 
every 1-3 years to extend as research confirms immunity for longer periods of time.  Feel free to 
research and support these efforts. Give Rabies 3-4 weeks away in either direction from any 
other vaccines.  You may not get it but request thimerosal-free formulation vaccines (Merck 
apparently has one for Rabies).  The Distemper + Parvo plus Rabies (again please give 3-4 
weeks apart) possibly again at 1 year after initial dose (or better yet titer test) being maternal 
antibodies can last as long as 26 weeks per some research (or titer test).  Research indicates 
potential lifetime immunity once protective antibodies are reached.  If ever in question titer test. 
 
More on Rabies: 
http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/rabies-vaccination-13-ways-to-vaccinate-more-safely/ 
http://peterdobias.com/blogs/blog/11015033-rabies-vaccine-holistic-approach (discusses reduced dose) 
http://www.dogs4dogs.com/blog/2011/08/23/rabies-vaccination-caution-the-devil-is-in-the-details/ 
http://www.rabieschallengefund.org/ 
http://www.thedogplace.org/VACCINES/Vaccinosis-1_Bloomer&Thomason.asp (links to Part 2 & 3 also) 

 
Talk to your vet and request single valent/antigen vaccines (NeoPar and NeoPar D, not the 
NeoPar DA2 like Chris at AtoZVetSupply will insist) or Nobivac DPv (only Parvo and Distemper). 
NOTE:  Single antigen is not the same as “single dose”.  A 5 way vaccines is 5 antigens in a single 
dose!  I am assuming most do not administer vaccines themselves. I have protocols from both Dr. 
Jean Dodds and the vaccine happy but at least single valent vaccine protocol from 
AtoZVetSupply.com as promoted by Dr. Page (creator of NeoPar/Neovac D) I could refer you to 
find.  Otherwise, if you can find a holistic vet that would be great.  Biggest issue when ordering 
vaccines yourself or even to vet is making sure vaccines stay cold throughout shipping and that 
they arrive still cold/cool, not warm or barely cool.  If not overnight (not more than 2 days) I would 
add an extra ice pack even if they say OK just to be safe especially in our Arizona heat in transit.  I 
personally don’t vaccinate at all and support healthy animal with strong immune system.  I 
encourage all animal owners to research and make an informed decision and wait as long as 
possible for puppies (like over 12 weeks or even over 16 weeks ideally).  Titer testing can always 
be done after 4 weeks of any vaccine to confirm immunity.  Once immunity level created, long-time 
potentially lifetime protection is provided per research. 
 
Other online reading resources from most recent research: 
http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/parvovirus-2/  Parvovirus by Dogs Naturally Magazine, 
Everything you wanted to know…and some things you wish you didn’t, July/August 2011 Issue, By: Patricia Jordan 
DVM, Catherine O’Driscoll and Dana Scott 

http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/parvovirus/  Parvovirus Part 2 by Dogs Naturally 
Magazine, September/October 2011, By: Patricia Jordan DVM, Catherine O’Driscoll and Dana Scott 

http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/vaccine-efficacy-or-in-other-words-does-it-work/  Vaccine 

http://peterdobias.com/blogs/blog/11015033-rabies-vaccine-holistic-approach
http://www.dogs4dogs.com/blog/2011/08/23/rabies-vaccination-caution-the-devil-is-in-the-details/
http://www.rabieschallengefund.org/
http://www.thedogplace.org/VACCINES/Vaccinosis-1_Bloomer&Thomason.asp
http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/parvovirus-2/
http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/parvovirus/
http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/vaccine-efficacy-or-in-other-words-does-it-work/
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Efficacy (or in other words, does it work?), By Will Falconer DVM  

 
Summary:  Resist getting a false sense of security with vaccines.  Be your pets best advocate, 
practice safe handling, avoid or minimize risk of exposure and support their immune systems 
especially for their first 6 months.  A strong foundation goes a long way to future health and vitality. 
 
Supplement Support 
My most common program is Dynamite Showdown or Showdown Pro + colostrum powder 
supplement 1:1 ratio.  I mix these together for ease of administration.  I am testing two other 
supplements on two mama dogs after pups.  So far both are looking very promising and will add to 
my list of recommendations at the end of my review period.  I typically give the supplement in wet 
food or in other yummy food like ground meat first thing in morning (when I know most hungry) to 
make sure I get it down them.  This is general nutritional support.  NOTE: I will document which 
supplements are going home with your puppy and suggested dosing.  You can go to 
http://dynamitespecialty.com/ccheart and look up Showdown Pro (or even just regular Showdown) 
under Dogs for details.   
 
Other supplements I use based on what I have on hand to support my pups and dogs are the 
Dynamite Showdown or Showdown Pro, Colostrum powder, Dynamite Free & Easy joint 
supplement, Dynamite Izmine, DYNAMITE DYNAPRO (must have for all creatures) and Dynamite 
Dyna-Spark (electrolyte). Yep, I love Dynamite but regularly research and test other products for 
the best results for the dollar.  Every dollar counts in our household.   
 
Remember even when vaccinated, not protected for quite some time if at all especially for 
vaccines administered prior to 12 weeks and immune system actually lowered following a 
vaccination.  In fact, I haven’t had to “save” a dog from Parvo or similar symptoms since I stopped 
vaccinating over 13 years ago.  I personally always have the Dynamite Solace (colloidal silver) 
and Dynamite DynaPro on hand as a preventative I use as needed when I know have risk of 
exposure and use during transition when I acquire a new puppy regardless of vaccination status. I 
have now added Colostrum to that list for its ease of administration (taste yummy to dogs ☺). I 
use above plus Dynamite Trace Minerals Concentrate (Oh I hadn’t mentioned this one yet) and 
again Dynamite DynaPro if I suspect any issue (even without knowing what it could be).  You can 
find LOTS of information regarding efficacy of quality colloidal silver and colostrum.  This is my 
Parvo prevention and treatment core resource for any illness along with immune boosting 
supplements.  I give the colloidal silver first thing in morning by mouth (the longer then can hold in 
mouth the better) for preventative purposes when I know risk of exposure.  It can be tried in little 
bit of distilled water first thing in morning when thirsty after all night not drinking (means pulling up 
all water bowls).  I will be ordering a high quality colloidal silver generator soon that can be added 
to water for ease of administration.  Otherwise, with the current Solace CS I use, I give directly by 
mouth slowly with syringe before any food. 
 
Products I keep on hand at all times for as needed use for all my critters (even us humans) is 
Dynamite DynaPro, Dynamite Solace (now produce my own but still keep Solace on hand), and 
Dynamite Trace Minerals Concentrate.  No it isn’t because I’m also a distributor (since early 
1997) and using for even longer, but because their products work and that is WHY I became a 
distributor. :) If I found something else of same or better efficacy for less, I would use it and do.  
You can look up all these products at https://www.dynamitespecialty.com/ccheart.  The company is 
limited on what they can say so can look unimpressive (it did to me till I used the product).  You 
really have to hear from the users such as myself on how it has changed their lives and that of 

http://dynamitespecialty.com/ccheart
https://www.dynamitespecialty.com/ccheart.
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their animals.   
 
Parasite Control: I have used daily Dynamite Excel along with quarterly Dynamite Herbal Tonic 
(http://dynamitespecialty.com/ccheart for all Dynamite product details) as a gentle parasite control 
program and if I give anti-parasite chemicals, I'd give the chemical de-worming in beginning or 
middle of herbal protocol because Excel/Herbal Tonic (and other herb programs) also acts as a 
detox program and to offset toxicity of wormer poison.  In 2014 I started a weekly herbal parasite 
control program from Molly’s Herbals for my dogs and goats and stallion that seems to be working 
very well and less labor intensive than my daily Excel program being I individually feed several 
dogs that are together to make sure they get their share.  I’ve been very happy with the results I’ve 
seen.  I use anti-parasite drugs as I determine necessary but do not rely on them for full coverage.  
Think of them like antibiotics.I encourage you to find a program you will DO and that is effective.  
In my experience, those have been the herbal programs that include black walnut hull in the 
program.  Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns. 
 
Like the moon effects the tides in the ocean, it apparently effects the actions of parasites in the 
body.  When parasites are rearing their ugly heads, I also see a difference during the dark moon.  
The theories I’ve read are the parasites transition to the intestines during the full moon making oral 
treatment more effective and any treatments that kill parasites wherever they are at safer (less 
likely to be in critical organs causing issues with die off) and the other is that this is the time they 
typically reproduce and disconnect from tissues/organs they are attached making them easier to 
remove from system.  I think this could be especially critical when using chemical de-wormers and 
there is a high parasite load. My research doesn’t confirm either definitively.  The only information I 
found indicated parasite “release” during the full moon phase to reproduce so they are easier to 
remove out of the system without harming the organs they were attached.   There is no harm in 
following this practice and potentially a benefit. 
 
Heartworms and Mange/Mites:  These are too other serious issues that dog owners can be 
concerned about.  I feel confident my current herbal protocols also prevent these issues and 
encourage you to educate yourself to prevent yourself from falling prey to the toxic alternatives.  
Keep your animals healthy!  Here are a couple links (both same source) that discuss heartworms 
and mange with great explanations in helping pet owners understand the advantages of a 
WHOLEistic, natural prevention and cure.  I am certain that once you start down the WHOLEistic 
approach you will never turn back.  Here are the links:   
Heartworm home page: http://www.alternativeheartwormcure.com/index.html 
Mange/Mites page: 
http://www.alternativeheartwormcure.com/sarcoptic_demodexcanis_demodecticmange_in_dogs.html 

 
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 
The following are some additional recommendations based on research I did supporting an Aussie 
pup buyer who had just lost their fully vaccinated 8 month old pup to Parvo (per vet but symptoms 
sounded just like my story regarding deer ticks) immediately prior to getting a puppy from us.  She 
wanted to do all she could to make safe for new puppy.  She didn’t have first item on list yet and 
went crazy with 50/50 bleach solution all over her property!  A little overkill that she needed to air 
out awhile before puppy came home but all has been good. 
  
Oxine for Disinfection of Property (source A to Z Vet Supply emailed to me by Chris GM/Owner).  
Parvo can be transmitted airborne so spray as much if not all of your property with greatest 
concentration around area pup will be in.  Oxine apparently can safely be used in humidifiers to 

http://dynamitespecialty.com/ccheart
http://www.alternativeheartwormcure.com/index.html
http://www.alternativeheartwormcure.com/sarcoptic_demodexcanis_demodecticmange_in_dogs.html
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treat the air.  I don’t know the concentration required. I’ve never used and haven’t look it up yet. I 
intend to eventually acquire and use to reduce risk of when people visit potentially carrying 
pathogens in with them.  I found Oxine while researching to help a customer who had just lost her 
fully vaccinated 8 month old puppy to vet diagnosed Parvo and she wanted one of our pups.  I 
was seeking ways for her to make her property safer. 
 
Quote from http://www.atozvetsupply.com/OXINE-p/40-oxine.htm:  
"Disinfecting Procedure Compounds 
Our best recommendation is Oxine. This is the most effective cleaner on the market at killing most 
viruses on contact. Great for everyday use in mop water or in spray bottles to prevent cross 
contamination when handling pups. Also useful in a Fogging application, to prevent airborne 
ailments related to Kennel Cough. Your cleaning regiments are as important as vaccinations. 
Please contact us for more information to better your kennel sanitation and gain focus on great 
cleaning regiments. Please do not believe hype in that other products will produce the same 
results. Contact time on other products may take up to 30 minutes to effectively kill virus and this 
is pertains only to an absolutely clean surface. Also watch labeling some claim to kill Parvo, one 
particular brand that is being sold by the company that wants to take over the dog industry, makes 
this claim, the problem is they are not talking about Canine Parvo. Oxine is 7-10 times more 
effective than bleach, with no fumes or corrosion properties. One gallon of Oxine will make 42 
gallons of cleaner. Also remember that the AVMA has linked “fading puppy syndrome” to cleaning 
products such as Rocal D and other quat ammonias like bleach to this killing phenomena. Oxine 
however is not any of these items. It is completely safe to use in populated environments and 
around puppies. Puppies’ skin are very translucent, so it is prone to absorb all chemicals used in 
your building and whelping boxes. Choose Oxine and have the peace of mind that your cleaning 
regiments are not only effective against virus, but also safe for your young infant puppies." 
 
Colloidal Silver (CS).  I send at least 7-10 days worth with every pup. I now have my own CS 
generator (http://www.csprosystems.com), so this is the silver product I send home with pups and 
use personally these days.  I previously used a very high quality and effective product called 
Dynamite Solace and keep a bottle on hand just in case I run into something my high quality 
Medium High Voltage Colloidal Silver Generator does not handle. If you are interested, I can have 
Dynamite Solace shipped straight from the manufacturer (made in USA) straight to your door in 
future. I encourage all to invest in a CS generator and will provide further feedback when I finish 
my research and decide on a unit myself. CS is my Parvo (or any known or unknown illness) 
prevention/treatment resource as I discussed before and when anything sick administration is 
more frequent and in higher dosages.  A bottle of Dynamite Solace lasts almost 6 weeks in 
maintenance.  I personally only use on an as needed basis.  It is how long the colloidal silver can 
be held in the mouth that provides best results so if regularly put in distilled water first thing in 
morning and not have any other water available (assuming water withheld overnight) till done is 
optimum but not always doable (when I used the Dynamite Solace) so second choice is direct into 
mouth with a syringe SLOWLY (careful not to force and get down lungs). 
 
I used Dynamite Solace (now CS I’ve produced myself) for any sickness so could also be effective 
against Coccidia (mimics Parvo) and probably any other bacteria or virus.  Research indicates 
even antibiotics are more effective given alongside colloidal silver (I’m sure they are not interested 
in finding out if silver alone would have been just as effective).   
 
Carnivora.  I have started strongly recommending Carnivora (carnivora.com, a human 
supplement) as an immune booster to support puppies when feel higher risk of exposure while 

http://www.atozvetsupply.com/OXINE-p/40-oxine.htm
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between maternal antibodies and effective protection from vaccines or even without vaccines.  
Based on recommendation from Carnivora.com (now 18 year history of use in pets), 1 capsule 
twice a day, 6 days on 1 day off each week as maintenance in a very young healthy puppy.  
Dosage goes up as weight goes up.  A 100 capsule bottle is then an 8 week 2 day supply. After re-
researching vaccines, I still wasn't comfortable with early vaccines if any at all.  As a more 
economical and well known alternative, I also use quality whole colostrum product.  You could 
have this on hand so have ready to keep immune system boosted while in between unknown 
maternal antibodies levels (which most vaccines don't override rendering them ineffective) and 
when actual vaccine induced antibodies to specific disease have reach protective levels and more 
prepared when vaccine protocol initiated at a more reasonable age if at all.   
 
Ticks.  Check all your dogs for ticks.  In Spring 2014 we had our beloved Jake (one of our Aussie 
sires, working dogs and well-loved family member) suddenly looking very lame when I went out in 
wee hours of morning and by morning not acting himself and then looking like he could barely 
stand up.  I was scared.  We really love this dog and had a whole litter of puppies that could have 
been at risk and didn't have certainty to why he was not his playful self and within a very short 
time could hardly get up.  We had only been on the mountain ranch for a few months at the time 
and didn’t know what was already there.  I treated with what I knew (Solace being one major item) 
when my husband, Corky, remembered that "infected ticks" that carry some toxin can make them 
very sick becoming fatal if not addressed.  Of course when he mentioned it I remembered the 
same and that removing offending tick quickly reversed symptoms.  Corky has seen this, I never 
had.  Kids went out and looked all over him and found one fat deer tick in his ear... ONE tick.  
Once removed he was all back to himself within 24 hours.  I don't want to encourage regular toxic 
treatment on your dogs for ticks, but if you have had issues, you may consider giving a dose of 
that spot treatment while at the same time spraying your whole property for ticks.  Research 
natural alternatives for prevention and treatment of ticks and fleas to minimize toxic chemicals as 
much as possible in the future.  I will eventually add my research related to this area and all the 
information in this document will eventually be published on http://TrueWorkingDogs.com. In the 
meantime, just research natural treatments or remedies for fleas and ticks. 
 
On May 28th, 2016, I found this story that sounded just like ours!!! Here is a short URL to that 
story:  http://goo.gl/K87Gkm  This dog was nearly put down until the ONE tick was discovered! 
 
Feel free to ask all you want.  I expect to support our precious pups and their adoptive parents for 
a lifetime.  I welcome all my puppy parents into my realm of “friends and family”. ☺ 
 
Fun & Smiles, 
CC Heart Cindy :) 
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